

MATH 4073 Homework 4 Due 10/1/09


Problem 1. Assume that the sequence {pn}∞n=0 is generated by some iterative method
for finding a root of an equation. Also assume that we know that the sequence {pn}∞n=0


converges to some number p of some order α with some asymptotic error constant λ, but
we don’t know the values of α and λ. The goal of this problem is to develop a method
for determining the numerical value of α from the numerical values of the members of the
sequence {pn}∞n=0.


Let En := |pn − p| be the error at the nth step of the iteration, and define `n := ln En.


(a) Show that for large n, the following approximate identity holds:


`n − α`n−1 ≈ ln λ .


Hint: Just look at the definition of order of convergence.


(b) Using the approximate identity derived in (a) show that


α ≈ `n − `n+1


`n−1 − `n


.


Note that this approximate formula for α does not depend on the base of the logarithms;
if `n is defined as the log base 10 of En, the formula will remain the same.


(c) The Mathematica notebook rate_of_convergence1.nb (which you can download
from the class website) computes the value of the solution of the equation sin x+x = 1
using (i) Newton’s method, (ii) the secant method, (iii) the fixed point iteration
method, (iv) the fixed point iteration method combined with Aitken extrapolation,
and (v) the fixed point iteration method combined with Steffensen’s method for ac-
celerating convergence. Run all the programs from the notebook and use the formula
for α derived in part (b) to find empirically the numerical values of α for all these
methods. Does the values of α you have obtained match the theoretical predictions?
Discuss briefly. One can prove (but you do not need to do this!) that the order of
convergence of the secant method is


α
(theor)
secant =


1


2
(
√


5 + 1) ≈ 1.61803398874 . . . .


Note: Since we are using a very high accuracy (namely, 10000 digits), you have to be
patient when runnig the programs; make sure that a program is finished before you
run the next one. There is no need to attach the printout of running the programs –
it will be too long. Give only the numbers that you use and show your calculations
in detail. Recall that to perform some calculation in Mathematica, you need to put
the cursor on that part of the program, press shift, and while holding it down, press
return. Finally, note that in the notebook rate_of_convergence1.nb logarithms
base 10 are used.
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Problem 2. In this problem you will develop a modification the Newton’s method to find
a zero of multiplicity m ≥ 1 of the equation f(x) = 0.


(a) Let the sequence {pn}n∈N be defined by the recurrence relation pn = g(pn−1) (and p0


is some initial guess), where g(x) = x− m f(x)


f ′(x)
. Prove that, if the point p is a zero of


multiplicity m of f , then g′(p) = 0. This implies that the sequence {pn}n∈N converges
faster than linearly.


Hint: The calculations you need to do are very similar to the ones on pages 80–81 of
the book involving the function µ(x).


(b) Find the multiplicity of the root π
2


of the equation (x− π
2
)2 cos x = 0.


(c) The following Mathematica code similar to the codes from Problem 1


p = N[3, 50000];


m = (***put here your answer from part (b)***) ;


f[x_] := (x - Pi/2)^2 * Cos[x];


For[i = 1, i <= 11, i++,


{ p = p - m*f[p]/f’[p],


error = Abs[p - Pi/2],


Print[i], Print[Log[1.0*error]]


}


]


can be used (after an appropriate modification) to find empirically the order of conver-
gence of the method. What is the order of the convergence that you observe? Explain
briefly your reasoning. (Again, be patient – Mathematica can take a while because
you are doing the calculations with accuracy or 50000 decimal digits!)


(d) The number π
2


is a root of the equation (x − π
2
)4 cos x = 0 of multiplicity 5. Run the


Mathematica code from part (c) after modifying it appropriately and use the output
to find the order of convergence in this case. What do you observe?


(e) Modify the Matlab code newton.m to write a code newton_m.m that implements the
algorithm from part (a) for finding zeros of multiplicity m of the equation f(x) = 0.
The first line of your code must be


function r = newton_m( fun, funder, m, xinit, tol, nmax, verbose)


Note that in Matlab the name of a file must be the same as the name of the code in it.


(f) One can estimate roughly the order of convergence m of an iterative method as follows.
If after iterating enough number of times the error is significantly smaller than 1 (say,
0.01 or smaller), then the number of correct digits of pn+1 is roughly m times the
number of correct digits of pn. You can observe this, in the following quadratically
convergent sequence (coming from using Newton’s method to find


√
10 as in Problem 4


of Homework 3)
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5.500000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000


3.65909090909090909090909090909090909090909090909090909090909090909090909090909090909090909090909091


3.19600508187464709203839638622247317899491812535290796160361377752682100508187464709203839638622247


3.16245562280389009711126771454406713652601408575456621330550601201598884665877924399830602931433206


3.1622776651756748351461635194132705204142114144294592871486526987948926247531701695618210295217107


3.1622776601683793359632842321881506954400735485091804488826034258350376377220141120905654959831348


3.1622776601683793319988935444327185362045351464769528094227402365285871991827426900000721893404408


3.162277660168379331998893544432718533719555139325216826857504852792594439615611313708161484175242


3.162277660168379331998893544432718533719555139325216826857504852792594438639238221344248108379300


3.162277660168379331998893544432718533719555139325216826857504852792594438639238221344248108379300


Give a theoretical explanation of this rule of thumb.


Hint: For example, in the number 3.162277665175674 . . . in the sequence above, you
know the result with 8 correct digits after the decimal point, namely, 3.16227766;
the next one, 3.162277660168379335963284232 . . ., has 17 correct digits, namely, the
correct digits are 3.16227766016837933. If you know a number pn with k digits of
accuracy, what can you say about log10 |pn − p|?


Problem 3. Use the synthetic division algorithm to find consecutively the following ratios:


x5 − 8x4 + 36x3 − 42x2 − 37x + 50


x + 1
,


x5 − 8x4 + 36x3 − 42x2 − 37x + 50


(x + 1)(x− 2)
.


Use this result to find all roots (including the non-real ones) of the polynomial equation


x5 − 8x4 + 36x3 − 42x2 − 37x + 50 = 0 . (1)


The built-in Matlab command roots finds (possibly complex) roots of polynomials. The
argument of roots is a vector of all coefficients of the polynomial, starting with the one at
the highest power. For example, to find all roots of the polynomial 2x5 +x4 +5x2− 13x+5,
type roots([2 1 0 5 -13 5]) and press return. Use this command to find the roots of
the polynomial equation (1) after you deflate it by eliminating the roots −1 and 2 (so that
you have to use roots to solve a cubic equation). Attach your Matlab printout.


Remark: One can find out more information about Matlab functions, say roots, by typing
help roots


Use this to see the description of Matlab command fzero which is a built-in zero finder. By
typing


help help


you will get information about the command help itself, and


help /


will give you a description of all operators and special characters.


Problem 4. Directly from the definition, find the rates of convergence α and the asymptotic
error constants λ for each of the sequences (all of which tend to 0)


(a) pn =
5


n2
; (b) pn = e−n ; (c) pn = 10−4n


.
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